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SMBHs at the centre of galaxies 
since early times

Frequent galaxy mergers 
through the cosmic history

Formation of SMBH binaries
 in large numbers

White+78; Fakhouri+10Haehnelt+98; Wu+15

Thorne+76, Begelman+80

SMBH binaries
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SMBH binaries path to coalescence
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Dark Matter

Slingshot ejections

10 pc scale
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Galaxy Merger

BH binary coalescence
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Dynamical Friction
Against Stars and 

Dark Matter

Binaries evolution seem to be strongly coupled with 
the properties of the host galaxy E. Bortolas, 

YAGN19, Tenerife, 24/09/19



  

LISA will be a key tool to probe the 
SMBH mergers at very high redshift and 
to address how SMBHs assembled 
through cosmic times

Binaries across
the cosmic epochs

SNR>~100

What are the properties of 
SMBH binary hosts at high z? 
How does the binary pairing 
proceed?
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Cosmological zoom-in simulation

● A nearly main sequence galaxy (with 
mass ~1013 Msun at z=0) is followed 
in a zoom-in simulation up to z~6

● Box size: 85 comoving Mpc
● Lowest resolution particle mass: 1k 

Msun (gas), 5k Msun (DM)
● Softening: 50 pc (gas, stars), 80 pc 

(DM)
● Number of particles: Ntot ~ 100 M;    

Nvir, z=6 ~ 60 M
● Integrator: Gasoline2 SPH code 

(Wadsley+ 2004, 2017)
● Prescriptions for star formation, 

radiative cooling, stellar wind and 
supernova feedback

Initial conditions from the Ponos PH simulation by Fiacconi+2017:
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Run with SMBHs
The simulation is restarted at z=6.5

Primary SMBH of 1.5 x 107 Msun
Secondary SMBH of 3.7 x 106 
Msun

Secondary placed in the disk plane, 
at 1kpc from the primary, with a 
tangential velocity of 160 km/s (the 
estimated velocity of a circular 
orbit)

The SMBHs have 10 pc softening

Accretion and feedback are 
switched of
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Orbital Evolution
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The orbit is enlarged instead of 
decaying!
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What triggers the ‘escape’
of the inspiraling

SMBH?
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Bar -ind uce d t orq ues
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Bar close 
interactions
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Timescales: 
dyn. friction vs torque
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Conclusions & Outlook

E. Bortolas, 
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● The evolution of SMBH binaries in realistic environments at 
high redshift is highly stochastic and a successful inspiral has 
not to be taken for granted

● The development of a bar in the host seem to have a strong 
influence on the dynamical evolution of the inspiraling 
SMBH

● Torque matters: torques can be more efficient than 
dynamical friction even at the largest (kpc) scales.

● Hints of stochasticity: how is the SMBH orbit going to 
change for a slight variation of the initial conditions?



  



  

Galaxy build up an 
extended disk of gas



  

Masses within 2.5 physical kpc

Z =  6.49134933159 (start)
stellar mass of the galaxy: 2.92203262942*10^9 solar masses
gas mass of the galaxy: 3.95915331263*10^9 solar masses
DM mass of the galaxy: 8.73103516127*10^9 solar masses
total mass of the galaxy: 1.56122211033*10^10 solar masses

Z =  6.1013156393 (prior to merger, bar formed)
stellar mass of the galaxy: 5.66000461591*10^9 solar masses
gas mass of the galaxy: 3.14738361285*10^9 solar masses
DM mass of the galaxy: 8.93002767614*10^9 solar masses
total mass of the galaxy: 1.77374159049*10^10 solar masses

Z =  5.8801184013 (after merger)
stellar mass of the galaxy: 9.69240361715*10^9 solar masses
gas mass of the galaxy: 2.71040895875*10^9 solar masses
DM mass of the galaxy: 1.10301572983*10^10 solar masses
total mass of the galaxy: 2.34329698742*10^10 solar masses

Z =  5.64150572373 (end)
stellar mass of the galaxy: 1.11008364439*10^10 solar masses
gas mass of the galaxy: 2.05188254732*10^9 solar masses
DM mass of the galaxy: 1.15403960946*10^10 solar masses
total mass of the galaxy: 2.46931150858*10^10 solar masses
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